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Changing Places: How 
processes link the past, present 
and future of a local landscape  

Making Places Lesson I: 
Investigating How Process Shapes 
a Local Landscape   

Grades 6-8 

 
   

Overview 

Reasoning about ecosystems and the services they provide requires an 
understanding of dynamics, inherent processes, and change over time. 
However, learners just becoming acquainted with ecosystem concepts are more 
likely to take a static, event-based view that limits reasoning about the 
environment.  In this lesson students will identify ecosystem services available 
in a lakeside, urban park (Warner Park, Madison, WI) and practice 
observations and investigations into the processes that underlie them. 

Objectives 

These activities will encourage students to: 

§ Develop skills of close observation and inquiry into the provenance of 
park features 

§ Foster interactive discussion about biophysical and social processes 
that shape a park landscape 

§ Gain perspective on ecological dynamics and how they connect the 
past, present and future of landscapes 

§ Gain awareness of interactions and exchanges that occur at an aquatic-
terrestrial interface 

§ Identify connections between ecosystems and human well-being 

Activities 

Students engage in the following activities outside in Warner Park: 

1. Back-tracking: As individuals or small groups, students identify favorite 
places, objects or organisms in the park. With each other and/or mentors 
they investigate the area for clues about what enables the presence of that 
feature, and develop hypotheses about the invisible causes that underlie 
the “effect” that they observe. Students and mentors assign each other 
homework to research how strong their cause-effect hypotheses are. 
 

2. Stakeout: At the beginning of the semester, students (as individuals or 
groups) identify a small area (e.g., 2 x 2 m) or object in the park (can be 

 

Materials 

The following materials are optional: 

§ Paper and pen 
§ GPS (opt.) 
§ Camera (opt.) 
§ Simple equipment for site 

monitoring could include 
magnifying glasses, insect 
collection containers, flower 
presses, rulers, 
thermometers, water quality 
monitoring kits, pH papers, 
etc. (all opt.) 
 

 Other Resources 

See: 

www.wisconsinhistory.org/teachers/ 
for documents, photos and lesson 
plans evoking the history of 
Madison’s natural and human 
landscape. 

http://ecomuve.gse.harvard.edu/ for 
a virtual pond environment designed 
to teach students about ecosystem 
processes through simulations. 
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the same favorite object investigated in Activity 1) and develop a plan for 
making simple observations and measurements at that place regularly 
through the course of the year to investigate the influence of seasonal 
processes. Students keep notes, data sheets, and/or take photographs to 
record observations and measurements made at each site visit, and engage 
in an ongoing discussion with mentors about the processes that are acting 
on that place over short periods of time. (Student record the location on a 
map or by GPS). At the end of the long-term observation student groups 
present their observations to each other. 
 

3. Blurring the Edges 1: Students are tasked to find the boundary of the lake 
a several places along the lakeshore and wetland, and explain their 
interpretation of where the water “ends” and land “begins.” The lakeshore 
boundary may have a different appearance and characteristics at different 
locations that students should decide how to describe, investigate and 
compare. Students can also look for evidence of exchanges between the 
land and the lake by identifying things from the lake that “end up” on land 
and vice versa, and develop hypotheses for how those exchanges took 
place in some areas (and perhaps were prevented in other places in the 
park). Like Activity 2 (or in concert with it), this could be repeated at 
intervals throughout the year to observe changes over time, and could 
include observations that monitor the freezing and thawing of the lake. 
Questions are provided as prompts for discussions related to Activities 
3&4. 
 

4. Blurring the Edges 2: Students turn their attention toward the boundary 
between the park and the built environment such as a neighboring 
residential development, or the ballpark. In treasure hunt fashion they are 
assigned to find and report evidence of exchanges between the park and 
the neighborhood and explain how these exchanges happen. Finally, they 
can also think about how the boundaries are be blurred across all three 
environments (lake, park, and residential neighborhood) through natural 
or human engineering processes (storm water drainage, for example). 

Adaptations for the Classroom 

1. Back-tracking: The process of inquiry into underlying drivers could be 
conducted in the class room using a photograph as a starting point, and 
drawing concept maps of causes and effects either as individuals, small 
groups or collectively. 
 

2. Stakeout: Although this activity is not well suited to the classroom it 
could be conducted at a nearby location (e.g., on school property). 
 

3. Blurring the Edges: These activities are not well suited to the classroom, 
but could be done at any interface of “natural” ecosystems or boundary 
between natural-human environments near the school or student’s homes. 

 

 

Questions 

Where does the wetland begin and 
end? Do you think it always in the 
same place? 

What things to you see going into the 
lake from the land? What could be 
going into the lake that you don’t 
see?  

How did the boundary of the lake 
end up here? 

What comes out of the lake that goes 
to the land? 

You live on the land. Do you put 
anything in the lake that affects it? 
Does the provide anything that 
affects you? 

How did the boundary of the 
neighborhood end up here? 
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Instructor Notes 
This lesson plan centers on simple observations and discussions about ecosystem processes, which rely heavily on mentors to 
engage in conversations about complex interactions that shape a landscape. Although mentors may not be content experts in 
these areas, the focus of this lesson is to ask the right questions about processes, and to push beyond assumptions that the 
phenomena we observe have simple, proximate causes. Even if they are uncertain of specialized concepts, mentors should join 
the students in asking, “what are the processes I don’t see that give me what I see”? 
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Sharing Places: Humans 
and nature in urban parks  

Making Places Lesson II: 
Understanding Diverse Values and 
Trade-offs in Shared Spaces  

Grades 6-8 

 
   

Overview 

Public parks often have multiple uses that attract people with different 
values, priorities and desires for the space. Human users of outdoor parks 
may also share them with wildlife, which can influence the cultural value of 
the space and also be influenced by the people that use it. Because any 
particular arrangement of a shared space will entail trade-offs among 
different users, planning for the best use of the area requires thoughtful 
inquiry into the diverse needs a place serves and the values it represents. In 
this lesson students will look closely at how they and other visitors (or 
wildlife) use the park, and consider interactions among users and the 
aspects of the park they value. 

Objectives 

These activities will encourage students to: 

§ Investigate how both humans and wildlife use Warner Park 

§ Inquire into the needs and/or values of diverse park users 

§ Gain perspective on the trade-offs that exist in the current 
landscape of the park 

§ Imagine how future changes to the landscape would affect different 
users in different ways 

Activities 

Students engage in the following activities outside in Warner Park: 

1. Roving Reporters: Student interview each other and their mentors 
about how they use the park and what they value about it, as well as 
aspects they find unappealing or undesirable. If appropriate, students 
can approach other users of the park to inquire about how they use the 
park, what they value and/or what concerns them, trying to capture as 
many perspectives as possible. If they don’t interview users directly, 
they should list what activities they see other visitors doing in the park. 
After assembling a list of uses and values, students should look for 
trends, similarities and differences in the way different recreators use 

 

Materials 

The following materials are optional: 

§ Field guides to birds and plants 
of Warner Park 

§ Binoculars (opt.) 
§ Printed map of the park (opt.) 

 

Other Resources 

See: 

http://wildwarnerpark.org/ for photos, 
guides and information about wildlife in 
Warner Park 

www.cityofmadison.com/parks/wpcrc/ 
for the City of Madison’s Warner Park 
website 

Questions 

Who uses the park and for what 
activities? 

Find something in the park you don’t 
like. Can you imagine anyone else in 
the park who might like this thing or 
not? 

What do you see here that you believe 
makes your life better? Healthier? What 
about the lives of other people in the 
community? Or wildlife? 
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the park. The questions provided can serve as discussion prompts this 
(and following) activities. 
 

2. Tracks and Cracks: Students track and observe wildlife using 
binoculars and field guides, paying attention to plants and small 
invertebrates (life in the cracks!) as well as birds and other conspicuous 
vertebrates. Individuals or groups will choose a focal organism and do 
a simple habitat analysis to characterize the land cover features those 
organisms are observed in, and any notable behaviors in the habitat 
(e.g., foraging sheltering). Similar to Activity 1, students combine their 
observations to create lists of organisms that use the park and what 
spaces or land cover features they use, looking for trends, similarities 
and differences in the apparent habitat requirements of different 
organisms. 
 

3. Common Ground: After gaining familiarity with the values and habits 
of both human and non-human users of the park, students break into 
groups to survey the park for spatial locations where the human and 
non-human users overlap. These observations can be translated to a 
map that represents the spatial distribution of users and/or activities 
rather than land cover directly. After locating areas of overlap, students 
discuss how different users share the space, whether this favors some 
users over others, and discuss whether they think this is a desirable 
arrangement. Finally, students imagine other possible arrangements or 
types of land cover and discuss (or alternatively, map) how this would 
affect different park users in different ways. 

Adaptations for the Classroom 

1. Roving Reporters: In addition to interviewing each other and teachers, 
students can use photographs from the Warner Park website to prompt 
inquiry about how other recreators use the park. 
 

2. Tracks and Cracks: Although this activity is not well suited to the 
classroom it could be conducted at a nearby location (e.g., on school 
property). 
 

3. Common Ground: The mapping exercise and discussion can be 
implemented in the class room after gathering information about park 
use outdoors. 

 

Identify an animal you like and one you 
don’t like as much. Observe their 
habitats and behavior closely. Think 
about how that animal is affected by the 
environment, and how it affects the 
environment. Do you see any 
relationship between the two animals? 

Are there some areas of the park that 
can support more users than other 
areas? 
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Imagined Places: The 
future of an urban park  

Making Places Lesson III: 
Envisioning Plausible Futures for 
a Shared Natural Space 

Grades 6-12 

 
   

Overview 

Envisioning possible outcomes for the future can be a useful way to 
examine values, priorities and make decisions about how to use shared 
resources or spaces. Change doesn’t always take a long time – even over 
brief timescales small changes can accumulate that reshape familiar 
landscapes. Understanding these processes can help us make some 
predictions about what the future will hold. But big, surprising changes can 
also occur, creating future states that are hard to predict. Imagining 
different possibilities for the future (whether they are predictable or 
surprising, desirable or undesirable) can lead to better understanding of the 
processes that shape our environment and more intentional, resilient 
planning for how it could change in the future.  In this lesson students will 
imagine alternative futures for a shared space (Warner Park, Madison, WI) 
and how those changes could affect the people (and wildlife) that use it. 

Objectives 

These activities will encourage students to: 

§ Imagine plausible contrasting futures for a shared natural space 

§ Consider how resources they value, and those that others value, 
would be affected in different states 

§ Evaluate trade-offs around different values and resources in 
alternative future states 

§ Decide whether they think some scenarios are more desirable than 
others, and discuss with community organizers how citizens can 
influence the management of a public space 

Activities 

Students engage in the following activities outside in Warner Park: 

1. Form Meets Function: In groups, students brainstorm and list 
activities that people do in the park (how does the park function for 
different users?). The lists from all groups are compiled and different 
park “functions” divided among groups to examine in depth. In this 
phase, groups create a parallel list of what characteristics of the park 

 

Materials 

The following materials are optional: 

§ Writing pads and pens 
§ Blank drawing paper (large sheets) 
§ Drawing or painting implements 
§ 8-12 shoeboxes (or similar sized boxes) 
§ Laptop computer (with internet access) 

and projector 
§ White board and dry erase markers 
§ Camera and photo printer (opt.) 

 

Other Resources 

See: 

http://lter.limnology.wisc.edu/project/nhld-
scenarios for an extensive scenario creation 
project for Wisconsin’s north temperate lakes 

http://www.cityofmadison.com/parks/wpcrc/ 
for the City of Madison’s Warner Park website 
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are necessary for these activities (how does the form of the park match 
its function?). Now, repeat the process to consider non-human users 
of the park and what they require. Brainstorming can be guided by 
pictures or maps of the park, web searches, or student interviews with 
each other. 
  

2. Imagining the Future: Within small groups, students interview each 
other about how they use the park, how they imagine using it in the 
future, and different futures they imagine or hope for the park (using a 
short time horizon is probably most suitable). Although questions are 
provided in the side bar as prompts, students are encouraged to create 
their own questions as well. Following discussion, students continue 
to create representations of alternative futures either within small 
groups, or by combining input (i.e., outline scenarios as a large group, 
and allow each group to choose a single scenario to develop further 
through a storyline, visualization or dramatization). 
 

3. Mapping the Future: Locate Warner Park on Google maps and 
project the image on the white board. Identify different regions of the 
park and wetland. Based on alternative scenarios, ask students to use 
dry erase markers on the white board to (re)map the distribution of 
different land covers, uses or amenities that accompany each scenario 
for the park. Compare maps to each other and to the current map of 
Warner Park. 
 

4. Trading Spaces: Reflecting on the previous activities, students look at 
the maps (and/or narratives, drawings, etc.) that represent alternative 
scenarios and discuss which users (including themselves) are affected 
positively or negatively under alternate scenarios. To examine this in 
more detail, students (or groups) can role-play the reactions of 
different users in alternate futures, or explore them more deeply in 
narratives or other representations. 
 

5. Building the Future: As an alternative (or add-on) to activities 1-4, 
each small group of students can take a shoe box and from it create a 
pictoral cube, with an image (hand drawn on paper, or photographed 
and printed) pasted to each side of the block. Each block can represent 
a single location, service, or feature of the park in several different 
(mutually exclusive states). After building cubes students come 
together to create scenarios from different arrangements of their 
blocks, creating alternative conceptual or spatial representations of 
future scenarios, and discussing them as described above. 

Adaptations 

These activities can be conducted outside at the park with the following 
modifications: 

 

 

Questions 

What would the best park look like for you? 

What would the best park look like for you in 
20 years? 

Think of a person how uses the park that is 
different from you. What do you think the best 
park would look like for them? 

What would a 4th of July celebration be like 
without fireworks? 

What is something about the park you would 
like to change? 

Can you imagine any changes to the lake in 
future that would affect the park in the future? 

Can you imagine any changes to the 
neighborhood that would affect the park in the 
future? 
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1. Form meets Function: Students explore and directly observe different 
areas of the park to identify how people (or wildlife) are using them. 
 

2. Imagining the Future: If writing and drawing tools aren’t available, 
this can become a mentor-facilitated discussion.  As appropriate, 
students can approach and question other park users about their 
visions for the future of Warner Park and incorporate these comments 
into scenarios. 
 

3. Mapping the Future: Rather than mapping students can “time travel” 
by walking through different areas of the park to envision and discuss 
how different future states would appear on the ground; alternatively, 
they can draw on paper maps printed in advance. 
 

4. Trading Spaces: No modifications 
 

5. Building the Future: If it is not possible to provide boxes in the park, 
images can be created on multiple sheets of paper or notecards. 

Instructor Notes 

Warner is Madison’s largest park (>200 acres). It includes a state-designated wetland and areas of natural vegetation that 
wildlife inhabit, as well as many amenities for human users (community center, playground, athletic fields, boat launch, 
fishing). In addition to these routine uses, Warner also hosts occasional events that require significant infrastructure and draw 
large numbers of visitors. It also hosts Madison’s annual Independence Day celebration “Rhythm and Booms,” which 
includes a display of fireworks that are launched from an island in the park’s lagoon. This is an iconic and well-loved 
community event, but some neighbors are concerned that the legacy of fireworks has introduced chemical pollution and debris 
into the wetland, prompting heated debate about whether pyrotechnics are an appropriate use of the Warner wetland. 
Environmental pollution aside, other members of the community dislike the noise pollution and traffic congestion the event 
brings. Nevertheless, it remains an important community-building celebration that even the skeptics find reasons to enjoy. 
Talking through this real-time conflict with students who use the park is an opportunity to realize the complex trade-offs 
involved in planning for the future of shared spaces. 
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